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THE QUESTION OF LANGUAGE and the DEVELOPMENT OF 
AFRICA  

  
  
  

On 25 September 2008 Professor Kwesi Kwaa Prah from The Centre of 
Advanced Studies of African Society presented a deeply thought-provoking public 
lecture at Red Location Museum.  

  

The mission for The Centre for Advanced Studies of African Society (based in 
Cape Town) – is conceived as a Pan-African centre for creating research networks in 
Africa and its Diaspora.  

A related paper "Language, Neo-Colonialism and the African Development 
Challenge was originally published in Havanna, Cuba, in 2002. 

  

Here follows a summary of his lecture on "THE QUESTION OF LANGUAGE and the 
AFRICAN SOCIETY": 

  

Professor Kwaa Prah highlighted that it is a known fact that Africans are THE most 
oppressed people of all human kind. During the 1960's he became part of a group of 
African students who aspired to turn this situation around. Eventually they realized 
that they were not getting anywhere in addressing the issue positively.  

  

They observed that the minority of successful Africans ("the elite" – business people, 
clergy men, politicians, academics, etc) were living in luxury amongst the starving 
masses of the African people.  
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Professor Kwaa Prah went on to illustrate the remarkable transformation of the 
Vietnamese people: Vietnam was occupied by Japan since the Second World War 
and rejected after the Vietnam regained control a decade later. France returned with 
the aim to reclaim "their" Vietnam but was defeated. USA eventually entered as well 
– but had to give up their Vietnam participation in the early 1970's. Even though the 
Vietnamese experienced oppression and occupation - they managed to change their 
situation to that of being victorious. Today Vietnam is counted as second to China in 
economic development and power in the East. colony but was defeated by the 
Vietnamese people. 

  

An analysis followed on what happened in the following countries:  

• Indonesia which was formerly a Dutch colony – and in deep poverty, has 
been gaining huge strides towards economic success. It was observed that 
the Indonesian people stopped speaking Dutch - replacing it with their 
Indonesian vernacular.  

• Malaysia – formerly a British colony – is experiencing a booming status today. 
• Thailand is growing since their independence. 
• The Philippians are still sluggish. 
• And Africa? Why is Africa is growing backwards instead? 
•  

It was subsequently observed that Countries who flourished after liberation, did not 
allow ideas from the outside to replace the abyss left by oppression and colonialism. 
They retained their cultures and their indigenous languages.  

  

It was also noted that real progressive change in Europe escalated after Martin 
Luther translated the Bible into a common language. This released a broad 
awakening energy amongst the masses and the Renaissance period followed.  

  

China is rapidly on its way to become the leading economic power of the World 
within the next ten years. Yet by the turn of the last century their economic and 
developing situation was totally stifled. For a long period, before changes since 1917, 
economic power was vested in the officials of the State. This small little group had 
sole access to knowledge and information. But from the Marxist - May the 4th 
Movement – education was brought to the level of the masses: by transforming the 
then stereotyped writing system, the examination system and developing new 
schools, etc. 

  

Yet Africa: What was the reason for Africa not making progress? The subsequent 
conclusion from concerted studies and observations was that it had to do with the 
African cultures. The conclution was made that the African Elite such as Pastors, 
Bishops, Educationalists and Politicians were doing Africa a disservice due to the 
manner in which the education system became structured under Colonialism. This 
educational system was created with the intention to serve the Colonial powers. 
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Instead of teaching Africans to be free – they instead used their educational system 
to make Africans effective cogs in their own wheels. 

  

And the educated and elite Africans went on and continue to reproduce more cogs 
for the Colonial "wheels". This has been the downfall of the African people and the 
contribution for Africa growing backwards.  

  

For example: An African is send from a rural area to come and further his/her 
knowledge at a Colonially developed educational system with the financial support 
from the Village Chief, the Family and other Villagers. Eventually this person returns 
and instead of taking his/her community forward, comes with the message that the 
village has to change as he/she acquired knowledge that they were living primitive 
and backward lives! That they should discard their way of worshipping, of attire, etc. 
This system hence makes people loose confidence in themselves.  

  

Professor Kwaa Prah continued to state that it was interesting that the Western 
World did not come with this attitude towards the Japanese nation. Yet the Japanese 
has a very similar religion as the Africans. They communicate with their ancestors, 
believe in the Spirit of the Water and have so-called idols in their homes. And the 
West did not challenge the Japanese on this – implying that they were primitive and 
that they were backwards as they did to the African people.  

  

Professor Kwaa Prah remarked that the centrality of any culture lies within its 
language: Language is the central factor of every culture; it is the register of its 
people; the knowledge of who they are. Culture is dynamic – it is organic, 
evolutionary and changes constantly. 

  

The new language "Afrikaans" became one of the language miracles during the last 
century. By 1913 Afrikaans was introduced as a language at schools; by 1918 at 
University level; by 1925 in Parliament. By 1967 the world's first heart transplant was 
done in Afrikaans. It is important to note that Afrikaans was developed by the former 
slaves and was called "Kitchen Dutch". Compare the economic rise of the white 
Afrikaners (who adopted and promoted Afrikaans) within this scenario - who were 
impoverished by the turn of the 20th century. 

  

All languages are particular to its regions and contain deep knowledge. For instance 
in African languages there are many different words for "grass". But in Iceland, words 
like grass do not exist. There one would find many different words for "snow" yet no 
words in African for the latter.  
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The post Apartheid classification of 11 Official languages – carried forward difficulties 
and misinterpretations on several so- called languages which are in fact dialects. In 
Countries like England and the Netherlands people speak different dialects of the 
same language and these are classified as "dialects".  

  

Yet in South Africa, a system which was introduced by the Missionaries and Colonial 
Educators – which led to their misinterpretation of the indigenous people's dialects as 
different languages – now became classified as official languages! For instance, 
IsiXhosa, IsiZulu, IsiNdebele and IsiShona (last from Zimbabwe) are all dialects of 
the Nguni language. The same rule applies to dialects such as Sepedi, Sesotho and 
Setswana which is one language. 

  

If the status quo of 11 official languages remains, there will never be enough funding 
to develop and enhance the people's indigenous languages. Arabs, Jews and 
Africans come in "colours" from Black to Blond.  

  

Professor Kwaa Prah concluded that we should rather be led by our cultures than by 
colour differences. He encouraged the audience to learn different languages and to 
embrace each other's cultures. If Africans retrieve what belong to them – it would 
lead to the advance and development of Africa in a short time-span. This pattern has 
happened in the rest of the world and can come about in Africa as well… 

  
	  


